Perfect sound and
sharp images deserve

first class seating
With a home cinema, you naturally want the clear sound and razor-sharp image. But
of course you want to experience your film, series or documentary in full comfort.
We have the chair for you, five models that you can customize to your taste and
wishes.
Our chairs are designed in the Netherlands and produced in Europe. Every chair is
custom made and of a guaranteed quality. So you can just sit back and enjoy
whatever you are going to watch.
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Our story
We are based in the Dutch town Enkhuizen, an hour north of Amsterdam, where the
wind always blows, and people work hard. The local attitude is in our DNA, too: make
your best effort, have fun while doing it and always keep your word. Oh, and in the
flatlands where we are, there is no escape from being down-to-earth. No-nonsense is
our middle name.

Creating an immersive experience

We call ourselves passionate nerds. We are genuinely in love with movies, the perfect
cinema seat and creating the most glorious home cinema for our clients. If you are up
for it, we can discuss the perfect stitching of a cinema chair. For hours. We can also talk
about watching Formula 1 on a big screen, the best audio systems and the ultimate
seating arrangement in your cinema. We are motivated to give you an immersive
experience, within the comfort of your own home, from our passion and experience.
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Our products

HCM

HCM

Our best selling model, designed
for long, comfortable cinema
sessions

Our elegant model. The slim size
allows for great use of space

HCM

HCM

Watch movies in style in this chic
home cinema model

HCM

Our robust model, giving your
home cinema a masculine look

Sleek, tall & tailored – the ideal
seat for taller people

Customization options
Materials and colours

Seating and piping*

Lumbar support*

Adjustable recline and headrest

Storage

Control buttons**

USB charging

Cupholder

Tablet holder

Glass holder

Table

* Only available on selected models. See page 13
** For controlling the adjustable recline, headrest and lumbar support.
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HCM
This is our bestselling chair, for good reasons. Our clients appreciate the comfort this seat
provides thanks to its ergonomic back and width. It allows you to watch movies for hours!
The Atlas is a relatively wide cinema seat model that allows you to relax, sit back and
enjoy the screen. The hand-crafted seat provides great ergonomic support,
specifically for your lower back. You can modify the cinema seat and add
accessories to make the chair fit your cinema perfectly.

Choose your most glorious lay-out
Go for the lay-out that you find in a real cinema. Or an amphitheatre set-up. Or join
them together. It can all be done with the Atlas cinema seat.

Single placement

Amphi

Joint

Joint amphi
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Features the option for
lumbar support
For more ergonomic support of the lower back

87 cm / 34.3 inch
100 cm / 39.4 inch
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HCM
This elegant lady fits well into any given crowd, whether it is an amphitheatre home cinema
arrangement or joined up with her sister cinema seats.
The Sirius cinema chairs are hand-crafted in Europe. You can choose from a variety
of leather colours and you can add accessories, like a cupholder. The stitching has
an elegant diamond pattern.

Choose your most glorious lay-out
Go for the lay-out that you find in a real cinema. Or an amphitheatre set-up. Or join
them together. It can all be done with the Sirius cinema seat.

Single placement

Amphi

Joint
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Features the option for
diamond stitching
Give your chair a more distinctive look

87 cm / 34.3 inch

84 cm / 33.1 inch
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HCM
The charismatic and elegant Regulus will give you a home cinema experience like no
other, it will make you feel like you are in the middle of the scene.
This versatile home cinema chair can change the look of your home cinema
dramatically by changing the fabric. A retro fabric will give it a vintage look; if you
choose leather your home cinema will have a modern feel.

Choose your most glorious lay-out
Go for the lay-out that you find in a real cinema. Or an amphitheatre set-up. Or join
them together. It can all be done with the Regulus cinema seat.

Single placement

Amphi

Joint

Joint amphi
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Standard feature
diamond stitching
To compliment the design

89 cm / 35 inch
100 cm / 39.4 inch
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HCM
Angular shapes, tall lines, no smooth talking. What you see is what you get. If you like to be
clear as gold, the Polaris is the home cinema chair for you.
Thanks to its slender shape, the Polaris home cinema seat provides you with extra
space in your cinema. This means you can have more chairs in your cinema. The
sharp rotating head rest gives you additional options to find comfy positions.

Choose your most glorious lay-out
Go for the lay-out that you find in a real cinema. Or an amphitheatre set-up. Or join
them together. It can all be done with the Polaris cinema seat.

Single placement

Amphi

Joint

Joint amphi
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Features the option for
diamond stitching
& contrasting coloured piping
Give your chair a more distinctive look

86 cm / 33.9 inch
87 cm / 34.3 inch
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HCM
Long lines, a smooth appearance: that is our Vega. Especially when you are a tall
gentleman, the Vega is perfectly suited for you due to its taller size and deeper seating.
The tub-shaped back gives it a comfy feel.
The Vega chair gives you a lot of extra options: you can disassemble the chairs,
which makes it easier to move them around. You can also choose various colours of
stitching. Additionally, there is open space underneath the chair, which makes it
easier to clean the floor.

Choose your most glorious lay-out
Go for the lay-out that you find in a real cinema. Or an amphitheatre set-up. Or join
them together. It can all be done with the Vega cinema seat.

Single placement

Amphi

Joint

Joint amphi

The Vega is the only
model that is modular
and therefore easy to
move.
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Features the option for
diamond stitching
& contrasting coloured piping

The only model that has
an open space at the bottom

Give your chair a more distinctive look

To easily keep your home cinema clean

92 cm / 36.2 inch
89 cm / 35 inch
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Table of available options by model

Options

HCM

HCM

HCM

HCM

HCM

Your choice of material and colour
Adjustable recline and headrest
Storage in armrest
USB charging for your devices
A glass and/or tablet holder
Table in armrest (removable)
Choice of control buttons
Cupholder with integrated controls
Cupholder (plane - stainless steel)
Optional lumbar support
Diamond stitching

Standard
Headrest and
seating

Headrest and
armrest

Headrest and
armrest

Row layout
When you choose more than one chair, join them in a row or
place them separately.
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Good to know...
How many seats fit your home theatre?

All our chairs are custom made by hand

To determine the number of seats in a home theatre, it is important to know the
setup. If you have a Dolby Atmos home cinema with a size of 5 x 6 meters, then 2
rows of 5 seats will perfectly fit. So in total there will be 10 seating positions. Of
course, more is also possible, but that might be at be at the expense of the cinema
experience.

All our cinema seats are designed right here in the Netherlands and manufactured in
Europe. While being strongly rooted in our region, we have a clear international focus:
80 percent of our clients is from abroad. Our cinema chairs are shipped across the
globe and because we are so deeply involved with the manufacturing
process, we can guarantee a fast shipping of our high-quality, handmade cinema seats.

The number of home cinema
seats in a home cinema (pro tips
& tricks)
As described above, with a space of
5×6 meters you can store a total of 10
seats. It depends on a number of
variables whether you can actually
place that. For example, take the
position of the door into account. Also
the height of the room determines
how high a riser can become for the back row.
When determining the number of rows of home theatre seats it is important that you
take into account:
• The distance between the speakers and the seats
• The position of the door
• The width of the screen
• The space between the rows

Even more possibilities, whatever you can think of.
Our goal is to offer you the ideal chair, we have designed our current
models for this. By selecting your
upholstery and integration
options, it will become your
own personal seat. Talk to us
about your wishes, we will
do our best to make them a
reality.

Many upholstery options

We offer a wide selection of leather and different types of fabric. The material
already has its own look. Of course we offer all materials in various colours for the
look you want. On some models we even offer to have the piping made in a different
colour, to give your chair a more distinctive look.
Do you have an own material with which you want to cover the chair? Then that’s
also possible.
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Get in touch
Like you, we are cinema aficionados. We love watching movies. Creating the most
glorious cinema seats for our clients is what drives us. In fact, we are absolute nerds
when it comes to home cinemas; from home cinema seating arrangements to the
size of the cup holder in your cinema seat – everything must be to James Bond’s
standards.
We love to share our passion about home cinema. In other words, home cinema is in
our DNA. Just like our dealers.
If you are looking for great home cinema chairs to watch Netflix series with your
family or Formula 1 with your friends, Home Cinema Modules is your brand.
With this first introduction we can only say:
It has begun…! You’ve made the first step to becoming an owner of a unique and
custom-made Home Cinema Modules cinema seat. We can imagine that you have a
lot of questions.
Go to your local dealer for information.

www.homecinemamodules.com
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